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S U M M A R Y 

In seismic tomog raphy, traveltime infor mation of seismic body phases is commonly used to 

invert the seismic velocities of the subsurface structure. At long periods or for later seismic 
phases, the arri v al time of seismic phases lack definiti ve onset and a direct picking of the 
absolute arri v al time has large uncertainty and reproducibility. A common practice is to 

estimate the relative delay between the observed and synthetic signals that maximizes the 
correlation coefficient. For that aim, we must first select appropriate time windows around the 
candidate signals. To improve the ability to detect and extract weak signals, we develop a new 

morphological time window selection (MTWS) algorithm that adapts to the shape of signals 
and has robust performance in automated processing of massive data. The MTWS method 

consists of two successive steps. First, we detect the major peaks on the waveform envelope 
using a maximum filter. Secondly, we solve for the beginning and end of the time windows 
surrounding the peaks straightforw ardl y from simple geometrical equations. The efficiency 

and robustness of the MTWS algorithm make it very suitable for automated processing of huge 
data sets. We demonstrate the implementation of the method with both synthetic and observed 

long period (20–40 s) SH waves. From ∼100 000 traces of transverse-component seismograms 
recorded by global seismic networks over the course of a year, we obtain ∼15 000 S diff , ∼7500 

ScS and also some ScS multiples. The global map of S diff correlation time delays shows 
consistent patterns with the shear wave velocity perturbations on the core–mantle boundary in 

the recent tomographic models. 
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1  I N T RO D U C T I O N  

Seismic tomography is a primary tool to image the deep, inac- 
cessible structure of the Earth. High-fidelity 3-D seismic imaging, 
especially details in regions where seismic speeds are anomalous, 
is critical to better constrain the physical and chemical properties of 
materials in the deep Earth, and to understand plate tectonics and 
mantle dynamics (e.g. Debayle et al. 2020 ; Ritsema & Leki ́c 2020 ; 
Chen 2021 ). The increase in seismolo gical observ ations since the 
pioneering models of the 1980s, provides seismologists with the 
opportunity to improve the details of the imaging of the Earth’s 
interior (e.g. Bozda ̆g et al. 2016 ; Durand et al. 2017 ; Lu et al. 
2019 ; Hosseini et al. 2020 ; Lei et al. 2020 ). Meanwhile, the ex- 
plosive growth in the data volume (the IRIS-DMC archives in- 
creased by two orders of magnitude in 20 yr) poses urgent require- 
ments for the development of automated and efficient computa- 
tional processing techniques. The manual or hybrid manual/cross- 
correlation methods to pick phase arri v als become no longer vi- 
able with large numbers of stations and earthquakes (Houser 
et al. 2008 ). 
1944 
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The automation of data processing is not a new topic in seis- 
mology. The most common cases are the automatic detection of 
seismic events, identification of seismic phases and picking of ar- 
ri v al times (e.g. Cansi 1995 ; Withers et al. 1998 ). The automatic 
phase picking can provide backbones to many important seismic ap- 
plications, such as real-time event location (e.g. Baer & Kradolfer 
1987 ; Baillard et al. 2014 ), earthquake and tsunami early warning 
(e.g. Lomax et al. 2012 ; Menager et al. 2023 ) or seismic traveltime 
tomography (e.g. Ritsema et al. 2011 ; Bozda ̆g et al. 2016 ; Örsvuran 
et al. 2020 ). Automatic phase picking is most easily implemented at 
short periods for first arri v als that have impulsive onsets. The onset 
time of later phases is usually not as distinct and more difficult to 
determine accuratel y. Howe ver, the later arri v als that constitute the 
main portion of the earthquake records are of great interest in that 
they allow for significant expansion of spatial sampling and impose 
more constraints on the Ear th’s str ucture (Zhao 2019 ). To overcome 
the difficulty of picking the absolute onset time of seismic phases, 
the correlation technique is commonly used to estimate the rela- 
tive time shift between the observed signal and the synthetic signal 
generated from a reference model (e.g. Maggi et al. 2009 ; Zaroli 
 by Oxford University Press on behalf of The Royal Astronomical Society. 
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t al. 2010 ). Note, howe ver that manual observ ations of onset times
nd their determination by observed-synthetics correlations may be
lightl y dif ferent due to the frequency dependence of arri v al times
Hung et al. 2000 ). At long periods (above 10 s), the correlation-
ased measurement is particularly favoured because signals rarely
ave abrupt onsets. The correlation-derived time delay is related to
he deviation of the Earth’s structure from the reference model via
ell-established mathematical theory, and thus can be used to invert

or the true model (Tarantola 2005 ). 
The correlation method requires the appropriate extraction of

ime windows that encompass the signals and meanwhile avoid the
oise-dominated par ts. A cr ude but common practice is to select a
indow centred on a reference time (e.g. Ritsema et al. 2011 ; Hos-

eini & Sigloch 2015 ). The reference time is generally taken from
he ray-based traveltime prediction of a specific seismic phase in a
eference model, for instance, the theoretical arri v al time of S -w ave
ravelling in the IASP91 reference earth model (Kennett & Engdahl
991 ) as predicted by the TauP program (Crotwell et al. 1999 ). The
idth of the time window is generally set to a multiple (e.g. triple)
f the dominant seismic period. Evidently, using a constant time
indow is easy to implement but not optimal. 
To select optimal time windows for seismic signals, Maggi et al.

 2009 ) proposed an automated method and released an open-source
or tran prog ram called FLEXWIN that has been widely adapted
or applications in adjoint tomography thereafter (e.g. Tape et al.
009 , 2010 ; Bozda ̆g et al. 2016 ; Lei et al. 2020 ; Örsvuran et al.
020 ). The FLEXWIN method isolates wave packets on a function
erived from the wav eform env elope. From a seismogram, it calcu-
ates the ratios between the shor t-ter m and long-ter m averages (STA
nd LTA) of the waveform envelope, finds the local maxima and
inima on the ST A:LT A time series, and identifies candidate energy

ime windows from various combinations of the local maxima and
inima. A candidate time window starts and ends at local minima

nd contains one or more maxima. Only windows meeting condi-
ions defined by a set of empirically tuned parameters are accepted
s valid signal windows and passed on to the subsequent process-
ng. Relying on factors like the event magnitude, source radiation
attern, epicentral distance and propagation medium properties, the
mplitudes of seismic signals can vary over a very broad range
nd are difficult to predict accurately. The ST A:LT A ratio used by
LEXWIN is dimensionless and has the merit of allowing the appli-
ation of empirical thresholds independent of the signal amplitudes.
o wever , the recursive moving average operations in the deri v ation
f the ST A:LT A curve can lead to a nuisance: weak signals are
asily masked by preceding signals with large amplitudes. For in-
tance, weak core reflections are hardly detectable from the derived
T A:LT A curves owing to the preceding large-amplitude surface
aves (Lei et al. 2020 ). 
With the development of computational infrastructure and the

dvances in machine learning techniques in the past decades, arti-
cial neural networks (ANN) have made remarkable achievements

n various scientific and industrial applications (e.g. see Abiodun
t al. 2018 for a re vie w). The ANN technique consists of a training
tage and a production stage. During the training phase, the pa-
ameters of the ANN are adjusted so that the correct answers can
e predicted from a large number of input examples. The major
ime cost of ANN occurs during this stage. Once a set of model
arameters has been obtained, the application of the ANN model to
ew data sets is generally efficient. Since about 2019, applications
f ANN in seismology have boomed (e.g. Chen et al. 2019 ; Zhu
 Beroza 2019 ; Garcia et al. 2021 ). Existing studies hav e prov en

he feasibility of extracting the seismic signal time windows using
he ANN technique (e.g. Chen et al. 2017 ; Jiang et al. 2022 ). It
s a promising automated technique. Yet, ANN has not shown a
re v ailing performance over the traditional methods. In the latest
lobal seismic tomography practices, FLEXWIN remains the most
opular method for the automated time window selection (e.g. Lei
t al. 2020 ; Örsvuran et al. 2020 ). 

In this paper, we propose a simple and ef ficient morpholo gi-
al algorithm to automate the time window selection. The initial
oti v ation for developing a new algorithm is to improve the capa-

ility to extract time windows for weak seismic signals, especially
he core reflections. Core reflections are ver y impor tant for imag-
ng the lowest mantle that plays a critical role in understanding

antle dynamics. Another moti v ation is to develop an approach
ell suited to ray and first-order scattering theories, which effi-
ientl y handle massi ve data sets and are generally reasonable as-
umptions for global tomography at long period. In particular, we
im to develop a method able to extract an independent time win-
ow around each seismic phase that can be discerned on the seis-
ogram. This allows us to perform different measurements (e.g.

raveltime and potentially attenuation) for the considered phase,
hich can then be inverted using the appropriate kernel computed

round the corresponding ray path. FLEXWIN w as originall y de-
igned for full waveform imaging (FWI) driven by the parallel
pectral element simulations (Maggi et al. 2009 ; Tape et al. 2009 ).
he FWI technology requires a 3-D initial model capable of pro-
ucing synthetic seismograms close enough to actual observations.
odel parameters are updated on the basis of sensitivity kernels

hat are calculated numerically and of the mismatches between syn-
hetics and observations. FWI does not require explicit knowledge
n the ray paths, and is not concerned whether or not multiple
hases are present in the same time window. Our new algorithm
herefore complements FLEXWIN in applications of ray-based
omography. 

In the following sections, we first introduce the mathematical
ackground for the new algorithm. Weak signals are often more
istinct on the original waveform envelope than on the envelope-
erived ST A:LT A curve which uses a moving average causing a
smearing’ problem as described pre viousl y. The window selection
ill thus be implemented on the wav eform env elope rather than on

he ST A:LT A curve. We then demonstrate the implementation of the
lgorithm with both synthetic and real data. The data used here for
he demonstration are long-period global earthquake seismograms.
o wever , we mention that the algorithm can be used for the generic
urpose of selecting an energy time window from any time series,
egardless of the frequency bands or spatial scales. Finally, we apply
he method to synthetic and obser ved seismog rams for hundreds of
arthquakes that occurred in a year, to investigate the performance
f the method on global data set. In future work, the algorithm will
e applied to a much longer period of earthquake records to im-
rove our current mantle seismic tomography model SEISGLOB2
Durand et al. 2017 ). 

 M E T H O D  

n this section, we introduce a morphological time window selection
MTWS) algorithm to automatically detect the presence of any
nergy arri v al and determine the beginning and end of the energy
ime window. The algorithm is implemented in two successive steps:
eak localization and edge determination. The first step consists of
pplying a maximum filter to the waveform envelope to locate the
rimary peaks that indicate the plausible presence of seismic signals.



1946 L. Li et al . 

Figure 1. Peak localization by the maximum filter method. (a) Peak localization on the envelope of two well separated signals. The envelope of the signal 
waveform meets the filtered envelope at the peak points. (b) Comparisons of the peaks detected by the maximum filter method with different kernel size ( τm 

). 
An e xcessiv ely broad kernel (upper) can lead to neglecting a smaller peak adjacent to a larger one. An e xcessiv ely narrow kernel (lower) can lead to the 
selection of many secondary peaks. 
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The second step uses a simple Cartesian geometrical criterion to 
determine the beginning and end of a time window around a peak. 

2.1 Peak localization 

As illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), the signals are characterized as energy 
wave packets on the envelope e ( t ) calculated from the Hilbert trans- 
formation of the waveform trace. The first step in peak localization 
is based on the use of maximum filter, also called moving maxi- 
mum. The maximum filter is analogous to the well-known mean 
filter, also called moving av erage, e xcept that the centre sample in 
the moving window of width 2 τm 

is replaced with the maximum 

rather the mean value of the windowed samples, namely, 

E 

( τ ) = max ( e ( t ) , for τ − τm 

≤ t ≤ τ + τm 

) (1) 

Applying the maximum filter to the wav eform env elope, one can 
observe that the original envelope only touches its filtered version 
at the peak points within the signal windows. Thus, the peaks at 
time t i , can easily be localized from the condition 

e ( t i ) = E 

( t i ) . (2) 

The maximum filter is characterized by a unique parameter, the 
width of the moving window, denoted by 2 τm 

(grey shaded bar in 
F ig. 1 ), w hich is also commonly referred to as the filter’s kernel in 
data science. As illustrated in Fig. 1 (b), if the half kernel size τm 

is 
larger than the distance between two local maxima (Fig. 1 b, top), 
the lower maxima will be neglected (see peaks A and B ). If τm 

is too 
small (Fig. 1 b, bottom) many secondary peaks can be selected (see 
selected local maxima around C ). The traditional method simply 
selects the signals higher than their left and right neighbours as 
peak points––that is equi v alent to a special case of the maximum 

filter method with an extremely narrow moving window where τm 

is equal to the sampling interval. 
Obviously, τm 

should be large enough to avoid selecting too 
many secondary peaks. But it should be smaller than the minimum 

distance between the peaks of two distinguishable adjacent signals, 
otherwise the smaller one will be undetectable by the maximum 

filter method. Generally, one can choose τm 

between 0.5 T c and T c , 
where T c is the dominant period of the signal. 

2.2 Edge determination 

The major peaks located by the maximum filter method described 
above indicate the presence of energy arri v als. The remaining task 
is to determine the starting and ending times of the energy packets. 
In this subsection, we propose a maximum distance criterion to 
determine the locations of the bound points. 

As shown in the sketch of Fig. 2 (a), we consider an energy arri v al 
with a peak at point P and intend to determine the edge points, L 

and R , of the time window that bounds the energy wave packet. By 
considering two auxiliary lines in opposing directions from P to A 

and B , we can reasonably identify L and R as the points farthest from 

lines PA and PB , respecti vel y. In this way, the determination of time 

art/ggad338_f1.eps
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Figure 2. (a) Illustration of the concept of the maximum distance criterion for determining the bound points (L and R) of the energy time window peaked 
at point P. Points A and B lie on the baseline outside the time window. Of the points between A to P on the signal envelope, point L is the furthest from the 
auxiliary line PA. Similarly, point R is the furthest from line PB. Peak H corresponds to another energy time window characterized by a ne gativ e value of d H 
and thus will not be selected by the maximum distance criterion. (b) A numerical example for the maximum distance criterion based on eq. ( 3 ). Note that to 
calculate the distances to PA for t A < t < t P , we replace ( t 1 , e 1 ) with ( t A ,0) and ( t 2 , e 2 ) with ( t P , e P ) in eq. ( 3 ), and to calculate the distance to PB for t P < t < t B , 
we replace ( t 1 , e 1 ) with ( t P , e P ) and ( t 2 , e 2 ) with ( t B ,0). 

Figure 3. Sensitivity of edge determination to the offset τ o . (a) Example of an impulsi vel y starting and gradually fading energy packet. Vertical bars are placed 
at t L and t R determined from eq. (4) with varying τ o as labelled in the legend. The time axis is normalized by the dominant seismic period T c , so that the 
labelled numbers correspond to times of T c . (b) Edge determination for two energy time windows that partially overlap. Thick bars are the results for the larger 
peak, and thinner bars for the smaller peak. See the main text for more details. 
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Figure 4. Application of the MTWS method to a synthetic transverse seismogram consisting of pure shear body waves and Love waves, excited by a transverse 
force applied to the surface and recorded at a distance of 27 ◦. (a) Transverse-component seismogram bandpass filtered between 20 and 40 s periods, with an 
inset showing the magnified portion of the seismogram where tiny signals are detected by the MTWS method. (b) Cosine window trace c(t) calculated from eq. 
( 5 ) that emphasizes weak signals. The detected tiny signals correspond to upper mantle and transition zone reflections. Phase names are labelled in accordance 
with the naming convention defined b y FDSN . For instances, S V 410S refers to the S reflection from the top side of the 410 km discontinuity, and S ∧ 660S refers 
to the reflection from the bottom side of the 660 km discontinuity. A digit following a phase name indicates a multiple (e.g. ScS 2 for ScSScS). 
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window edges becomes the solution of a simple planar geometrical 
problem. 

Given two points X 1 : ( t 1 , e 1 ) and X 2 : ( t 2 , e 2 ) with t 1 < t 2 , the
distance from a point X : ( t , e ( t )) to line X 1 X 2 can be calculated from 

d ( t ) = 

( t 2 − t 1 ) ( e 1 − e ( t ) ) + 

( t − t 1 ) ( e 2 − e 1 ) √ 

( t 2 − t 1 ) 
2 + 

( e 2 − e 1 ) 
2 

. (3) 

The equation corresponds to the definition of a signed distance 
that is positive only when point X is below the line X 1 X 2 . The max- 
imum distance criterion based on eq. ( 3 ) is illustrated in Fig. 2 (b), 
where t L and t R are well identified as the maxima on the distance 
curve. We also illustrate in Fig. 2 (b) a peak H that is further from 

line PB than point R. Since d ( t H ) is ne gativ e, it will not be selected
by the maximum distance criterion. 

The constant terms in the numerator and denominator of eq. 
(3) do not affect the position of the maximum and the point L is 
determined by the maximum of 

d L ( t ) = e P t − e ( t ) ( t P − t A ) for t A ≤ t ≤ t P (4a) 

and point R by the maximum of 

d R ( t ) = e ( t ) ( t P − t B ) − e P t for t P ≤ t ≤ t B (4b) 

In Fig. 2 , the edges of the energy packet around P are defi- 
nite. The determination of t L , respecti vel y t R , is thus insensitive to 
the offset t AP = t P –t A , respectively t PB = t B –t P . Ho wever , in some
cases, the edge determination may vary with the choice of the off- 
set. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . For simplicity, we will use equal 
offsets τ o = t AP = t PB hereafter. First, we consider, in Fig. 3 (a), 
an energy packet that starts impulsi vel y, peaks after one dominant 
period T c and decays smoothly after the peak. We determine t L 
and t R for τ o in a wide range from 5 T c until 200 T c . We show 

that when the arri v al (or departure) of the energy packet is im- 
pulsive, as on the left-hand side of the signal, the determined t L 
is almost invariant. When the departure (or arri v al) of the energy 
packet is smooth, as on the right-hand side of the signal, the de- 
termination of t R varies with τ o . In the latter case, larger τ o leads 
to a wider window that includes more low amplitudes, although 
most of the energy packet is still well bounded in the determined 
windows. 

We then show in Fig. 3 (b) the case of two energy time windows 
that partially overlap. The edge determination is implemented for 
the highest peak and the lowest peak, with τ o varying between 
5 T c and 50 T c and between 2 T c and 10 T c , respecti vel y. For the 
highest peak, t L is almost uniquely determined regardless of τ o , 
whereas t R depends significantly on τ o . For smaller τ o ( τ o = 5 
T c or 10 T c ), each energy time window is well isolated, whereas 
for larger τ o ( τ o = 20 T c or 50 T c ), the overlapping energy pack- 
ets are selected as a single time window. Similar phenomena can 
be observed for the smaller peak. As a rule of thumb, it is thus 

art/ggad338_f4.eps
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Figure 5. Application of the MTWS method to synthetic transverse seismograms consisting of pure shear body waves and Love waves, excited by a transverse 
force applied to the surface and recorded at distances ranging from 0 ◦ to 180 ◦. The period band and the MTWS parameters are the same as in Fig. 4 . 
(a) Envelopes of transverse-component synthetic seismograms. (b) Cosine window traces for the MTWS determined time windows. The pink shaded area 
corresponds to surface waves with slownesses between 25 and 36 s deg −1 . (c) Theoretical time–distance curves for some specific shear waves as predicted by 
the Taup program. (d) Time windows selected from (b) by checking whether a Taup prediction falls within the time window. 
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ecommended to either choose a relati vel y small τ o (e.g. 4 T c ) in
rder to isolate single energy time windows, which is well suited
or ray-based tomography, or to choose a large τ o (e.g. 9 T c ) and
hen move the edge to the internal minimum if a larger peak is
resent in the determined time window. The latter is illustrated in
 ig. 3 (b), w here the window determined for the lower peak with τ o 

 7 T c or 10 T c encompasses the higher peak on the left, so that we
hould move the left edge from t = −T c to the internal minimum at
 = ∼T c . 

 DATA  E X A M P L E S  

n the following subsections, we demonstrate the performance of
he MTWS method for detecting time windows on both synthetic
nd observed seismograms. For simplicity, we will consider trans-
erse components since they contain only pure SH-type waves.
fter the time window determination is performed on both syn-

hetic and real seismograms, we will apply a quality control pro-
edure based on cross correlation to select the time windows
hat correspond to specified seismic phases. The cross correla-
ion also provides time delay estimates for the windowed seismic
hases. 
.1 Synthetics 

he synthetic seismograms are obtained from simulations by the
pectral element software AxiSEM (Nissen-Meyer et al. 2014 ).
e download the Green’s function database for the AK135f Earth
odel (Kennett et al. 1995 ; Montagner & Kennett 1996 ) that are

rovided by the IRIS Syngine web service (Hutko et al. 2017 ). Then,
sing the Python application Instaseis (van Driel et al. 2015 ), we
onvolve the Green’s functions to the same sources and receivers as
or the real seismograms. The record duration is one hour and the
vailable seismic periods of the database range from 5 to 100 s (for
etails, see the official site http://ds.iris.edu/ds/products/syngine/ ). 

Fig. 4 (a) shows a synthetic transverse seismogram obtained for a
orizontal transverse force located at the surface, so that shear waves
re well excited, and a receiver located at 27 ◦. At this distance, the
trong Love wave is preceded by the triplicated S phases resulting
rom the 410 and 660 km discontinuities and immediately followed
y the ScS phase. The seismogram is bandpass filtered between 20
nd 40 s (25–50 mHz), with a central period T c at around 27 s (37.5
Hz). We apply the MTWS method to the waveform envelope, with
 τm 

= 0.75 T c and τ o = 9 T c . In this study, we prefer a relati vel y
arge τ o , because we intend to investigate the effect of time window
uration on the quality of correlation time delay measurements and

art/ggad338_f5.eps
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Figure 6. Time windows determined by the MTWS method for SH waves from a deep earthquake in Indonesia (2008-02-07 20:58:18.9, M w 5.7, depth 320 km) 
recorded in Russia at station IU.PET about 70 ◦ away. (a) Real seismog ram (g rey) and envelope (darker). (b) Cosine window representation of time windows 
determined from the real seismogram in (a). (c) Synthetic seismogram using the AK135f reference model (blue) and its envelope (darker). (d) Cosine window 

representation of time windows determined from the synthetic seismogram in (c). (e) Synthetic seismogram in the 3-D tomographic model S40RTS (purple) 
and envelope (darker). (f) Cosine window representation of time windows determined from the synthetic seismogram in (e). The vertical dash lines mark the 
theoretical arri v al times of seismic phases computed using the Taup pro g ram. (g) Synthetic and obser ved S 2 phases to be cor related. (h) Cross-cor relation 
function between the two S 2 phases in (g). The dashed line indicates the time delay that maximizes the correlation coefficient (c.c.). (i) Aligned synthetic and 
observed S 2 signals. 
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a small τ o will lead to neglecting wide time windows. The same 
parameters will be used for all data hereafter. 

For a better display of signals of any strength, we compute the 
asymmetric cosine window function 

c ( t ) = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

1 
2 

(
1 − cos t−t L 

t P −t L 
π

)
, t L ≤ t ≤ t P 

1 
2 

(
1 − cos t−t R 

t P −t R 
π

)
, t P ≤ t ≤ t R 

(5) 

for each MTWS detected time window. The notations are the same 
as in Fig. 2 (a). Note that eq. ( 5 ) corresponds to a strongly non- 
linear transform of the raw waveform. It is used in this paper for 
an equalized display of both weak and strong signals. The derived 
asymmetric cosine window trace for the raw trace shown in Fig. 4 (a) 
is displayed in Fig. 4 (b). The weak ScS phase is well identified and 
isolated by the MTWS method. In addition, between ScS and ScS 2 
w aves, man y time windows are identified, although the correspond- 
ing signals are hardly visible on the raw trace. The enlarged inset in 
Fig. 4 (a) confirms the existence of these very low amplitude signals 
in the detected time windows. Theoretical traveltimes predicted by 
the Taup program (Crotwell et al. 1999 ), indicate that the tiny sig- 
nals correspond to the reflections from upper mantle (210 km) and 
transition zone (410 and 660 km) interfaces. These results confirm 

the capability of the MTWS method to extract time windows even 
for very weak phases. 
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Figure 7. (a) Transverse-component seismograms for the same event as in Fig. 6 for a large range of epicentral distance. Traces are bandpass filtered between 
20 and 40 s and normalized by their own maxima. (b) Windowed and normalized seismic signals extracted from traces in (a). The time windows are obtained 
from the MTWS method. The normalization is based on eq. (6 ). Theoretical travel–distance curves of typical SH waves ( S , S 2 , S 3 , ScS , ScS 2 , ScS 3 , S diff and 
their depth phases) are superimposed as coloured dotted curves. Traces are shifted and aligned on the theoretical S / S diff arri v al time. 
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In contrast to the well bounded body waves, the Love wave win-
ow determined by MTWS in Fig. 4 (b) appears narrower than the
ov e wav e packet shown in Fig. 4 (a). In order to capture the entire
ov e wav e windo w, a larger τ o w ould be necessary. Ho wever , as it
as been demonstrated in Fig. 3 (b), very large τ o can lead to the
etection of very long time window embracing multiple phases. For
nstance, if τ o = 30 T c , the detected time window for the direct S
rri v al will start before S and stop after ScS , which is not fav ourab le.
ince our focus in this study is on body wa ves, w e fa vour smaller

o and mute the surface waves. 
In Fig. 5 , we present the results for a wide range of epicentral

istances. Fig. 5 (a) shows the envelopes of transverse components,
andpass filtered between 20 and 40 s. The MTWS method is ap-
lied to each trace, with the same parameters used in Fig. 4 . Again,
or a better displa y, w e plot in Fig. 5 (b) the cosine window traces for
ach distance based on eq. ( 5 ). We mute surface w aves b y removing
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Figure 8. Selection of signals based on phase association and observation-synthetic correlation. Candidate time windows for the specified SH phases: (a) 
observ ation; (b) synthetics. Highl y correlated (c.c. ≥0.8) time windows: (c) observ ation; (d) synthetics. Theoretical time–distance curves are superimposed as 
coloured dotted curves. Traces are aligned with the theoretical S / S diff arri v al time. All signals are normalized using eq. ( 5 ). 
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any time window whose slowness is between 25 and 36 s deg −1 

(pink shaded area in Fig. 5 b). Comparing Fig. 5 (b) to the theoretical 
traveltimes of commonly observed SH-type phases ( S , S 2 , S 3 , ScS , 
ScS 2 , ScS 3 and S diff ) shown in Fig. 5 (c), we note the presence of 
many coherent branches other than ScS and its surface multiples, 
arriving after the surface waves in Fig. 5 (b). As demonstrated in 
Fig. 4 , these branches correspond to the reflections from the upper 
mantle and transition zone discontinuities. Finall y, b y onl y plotting 
the time windows that include the ra y-based tra veltime predictions 
in Fig. 5 (c), one can easily select the desired time windows for the 
specified seismic phases (see Fig. 5 d). 

3.2 Observations 

In this subsection, we present examples of applying the MTWS 

method to real seismograms. We download the LH channel records 
of earthquakes from the IRIS data centre, and rotate the horizon- 
tal components to yield the transverse component. We use Python 
program ObspyDMT (Hosseini & Sigloch 2017 ) for data requests 
and process data with Python package Obspy (Krischer et al. 2015 ). 
Synthetic seismograms are also computed for comparison. The syn- 
thetics for a 1-D reference model are extracted from the IRIS Syn- 
gine database using the Instaseis program (van Driel et al. 2015 ). 
The synthetics for the 3-D model S40RTS (Ritsema et al. 2011 ) are 
calculated with the program SPECFEM3D GLOBE (Komatitsch & 

Tromp 2002a , b ). 
Fig. 6 (a) shows an example of a real seismogram containing SH 

waves arising from a 320 km deep earthquake in Indonesia recorded 
in Russia, about 70 ◦ away. The corresponding synthetics using the 
1-D and 3-D models are plotted in Figs 6 (c) and \ ( e). We apply the 
MTWS method to the three signals and their cosine time windows 
(see eq. 5 ) are shown in panels (b), (d) and (f). In this example, 
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Figure 9. (a) Geographical distribution of ∼400 earthquakes (red dots) and ∼950 seismic stations (blue triangles) in 2008. (b) Histogram of epicentral distance. 
(c) Histogram of event depth. 

Figure 10. (a) Histograms of time window width ( t LR ) normalized by the dominant seismic period ( T c ). The pink and blue shaded areas are the statistics on 
all correlation pairs. The yellow and green shaded areas are the statistics on the highly correlated pairs. (b) Boxplot for the maximum correlation coefficients 
between the observed and synthetic signals, as a function of t LR / T c for the observed seismograms. Each b lue bo x around the median goes from the first to 
the third quartile, and the wiskers from each quartile to the pseudo minimum and maximum. (c) Histograms of correlation time delay for all correlation pairs 
(blue) and highly correlated pairs (green). 
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he S and S 2 phases are prominent and their time windows are well
etermined. The ScS phase is less energetic and interferes with the S
hase. The w eak wa veforms of sS and sScS overlap. Our code selects
he S and S 2 time windows and rejects the ScS , sS and sScS phases.
nce a pair of time windows for a seismic phase is determined

rom both observed and synthetic seismograms (e.g. the S 2 phases
n Fig. 6 g), we can compute the cross-correlation function between
he two signals (Fig. 6 h). The time lag between observation and
ynthetic is thus gi ven b y the correlation delay that maximizes the
orrelation coefficients ( c.c ., Fig. 6 h) and allows the optimal align-
ent of the signals (Fig. 6 i). The 3-D model predicts an S 2 phase in

etter agreement with the observations than the simple 1-D model.
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Figure 11. (a) Number of estimates for each SH phase. The statistics is based on ∼140 000 estimates of correlation time delays with c.c. ≥ 0.8. (b) Time–
distance distribution of the SH phases. Each signal is represented by a coloured dot based on the event depth. (c) Theoretical time–distance curves for the 
phases as shown in (b). Solid lines for a surface source and dashed lines for a 300 km deep source. 
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In Fig. 7 (a), we show the transverse component seismograms 
for the same event as in Fig. 6 but for a wide range of epicentral 
distances. We apply the MTWS method to all traces with the same 
parameters as before and select the traces for which one or more 
seismic phases are detected. The seismic phases are labelled on the 
panel, with the theoretical time–distance curves are plotted in dotted 
lines. For better display of weak signals, we normalize the original 
waveform trace s ( t ) with the ratio of the cosine window trace c ( t ) to
the envelope e ( t ), namely, 

s̄ ( t ) = s ( t ) 
c ( t ) 

e ( t ) 
. (6) 

After this non-linear transform, weak signals become prominent 
(Fig. 7 b). In contrast to the synthetic test shown in Fig. 5 , one 
can observe from Fig. 7 (b) that, for real seismo grams, man y time 
windows have been detected where no theoretical seismic phases are 
present. Accounting for the interference of noise and the inherent 
complexity of real seismic wavefields originating from the 3-D 

hetero geneities, these observ ations are not surprising. Thus, the next 
step is to select the time windows corresponding to real arri v als. 

3.3 Time window selection 

Before any complex processing, a simple pre-analysis retention cri- 
terion is applied. We estimate the noise variance before the first 
arri v al ( S or S diff ), and the signal variance afterwards. Only record- 
ings for which the signal-to-noise variance ratio is larger than 1.5 
are considered. 

For the noise-free synthetic data (Fig. 5 d), there are little doubts 
in the association of a detected time window with a specific seismic 
phase. Ho wever , for real seismograms that contain noise and waves 
seeded by undetermined 3-D heterogeneities, ambiguity arises in 
associating a time window to a specific seismic phase. It is well 
known that the time shift between the synthetic phase and the ob- 
served phase can reach up to dozens of seconds (e.g. Zaroli et al. 
2010 ; Ritsema et al. 2011 ; Hosseini & Sigloch 2015 ; Lei et al. 2020 ; 
Örsvuran et al. 2020 ). Within the possible range of time offset from 

the theoretical arri v al time calculated in a reference model, there 
may be multiple candidate time windows detected on the real seis- 
mogram for a specific seismic phase. Thus, the comparison with the 
theoretical arri v al time cannot definitely determine the appropriate- 
ness of the time window. For a specific phase, we consider any time 
window with a peak within ±45 s around the theoretical traveltime 
to be candidate for the phase. The range of ±45 s is wider than typ- 
ical synthetic-observation correlation time delay, in order to avoid 
missing time windows in the phase association. We then discard 
any time window that contains multiple seismic phases, unless it 
contains only a phase and its depth phase (e.g. S and sS ) that have 
similar traveltimes and ray paths in the deep mantle. To confirm the 
phase association, we correlate the observed signals in the candi- 
date time windows with the corresponding synthetic signals, and 
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Figure 12. (a) Map of correlation delay times for the S diff phases averaged over equal areas of 500 km × 500 km surface. An overall mean value of 3.8 s is 
removed. The size of dots varies with the value of the time delay. The background image displays the CMB shear velocity perturbations in the tomographic model 
SEISGLB2 (Durand et al. 2017 ). Red colour represents slower seismic v elocity/positiv e time delay. Blue colour represents faster seismic v elocity/ne gativ e 
time delay. (b) The size of dots represents the number of S diff ray paths that sample each 500 km × 500 km area. 
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ccept only the windows where the time-shifted signals are highly
orrelated. 

Let us illustrate the time window selection using Fig. 6 . The
 + ScS phases partially overlap and these two phases have distinct
ay paths. The same applies to the sS + sScS phases. The S 2 phase, on
he other hand, is isolated and our code chooses the corresponding
ime window straightforw ardl y. 

As was illustrated in Fig. 3 , our code successfully identifies the
nergetic S phase from the ScS phase and selects a reasonable time
indow (Figs 6 b, d and e). Finally, our code selects the time win-
ows for S and S 2 , discarding the ScS , sS and sScS (two arri v als in
he same interval) . We then extract from the raw trace the wave-
orms delimited within the detected time windows and correlate the
bserved and synthetic signals. No tapering is applied before cor-
elation. The observation-synthetic delay time is derived from the
aximum of the correlation function. As illustrated in Figs 6 (g)–

i) in the case of S 2 , the observed and synthetic signals are highly
 o  
emb lab le ( c.c. ∼1), so that we deem the observed S 2 phase to be
eliable. The S arri v al (not shown here) is obtained in the same way.

The procedure is applied to each seismogram in Fig. 7 (a). The
or malized obser ved and synthetic signals in the candidate time
indows for the specified seismic phases are plotted in Figs 8 (a)

nd (b), respecti vel y. We cor relate the cor responding pairs of ob-
erved and synthetic signals extracted from raw seismograms. A
hreshold of 0.8 for c.c. , as adopted b y man y authors (e.g. Zaroli
t al. 2010 ; Hosseini & Sigloch 2015 ), is applied for discarding
eakly correlated signals. The remaining observed and synthetic
ormalized signals are displayed in Figs 8 (c) and (d), respecti vel y. 

 A P P L I C AT I O N S  A N D  S TAT I S T I C S  

ollowing the same procedure and with the same parameters as
escribed above, we apply the MTWS method to a global data set
f real and synthetic transverse-component seismograms generated
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by ∼400 earthquakes with magnitudes ranging from 5.5 to 7.5 and 
recorded at ∼950 seismic stations with horizontal LH channels 
available in 2008 (Fig. 9 a). The histograms of epicentral distances 
and event depths are shown in Figs 9 (b) and (c), respecti vel y. The 
epicentral distances are mainly concentrated between 30 ◦ and 140 ◦. 
About 72 per cent of the events are shallower than 30 km. Only 48 
events (12 per cent) are deeper than 100 km, with the deepest at 
320 km. All real seismograms are downloaded from the IRIS data 
centre and the synthetic seismograms are obtained from the IRIS 

Syngine database based on the source parameters provided by the 
GCMT catalog (Ekstr öm et al. 2012 ). 

From ∼140 000 traces of seismograms, we are able to obtain 
∼270 000 pairs of candidate time windows for the considered SH 

body phases ( S , S 2 , S 3 , ScS , ScS 2 , ScS 3 , S diff and their depth phases),
with ∼140 000 pairs with c.c. ≥ 0.8. In Fig. 10 (a), we show the 
statistics of the time window width ( t LR ) for all the correlation and 
highly correlated estimates. For the synthetic signals, t LR is mainly 
concentrated between about 2 T c and 3.5 T c ( ∼84 per cent for all 
c.c. and ∼80 per cent for c.c. ≥ 0.8). For the observed phases, t L R 
distributes in a broader range, mostly between around 2 T c and 5 T c 

( ∼85 per cent for all c.c. and ∼75 per cent for c.c. ≥ 0.8) and 
is systematically wider than the synthetic match. Comparing the 
histograms of t L R for the observed phases before and after applying 
the c.c. threshold, one can note a greater reduction in the percentage 
of wider time windows. For t L R ∼ 2 T c , only ∼20 per cent of the 
time windows with c.c. < 0.8 are discarded, whereas for t L R ∼
7 T c , over 80 per cent are discarded. This suggests the feasibility 
of preconditioning the time window selection prior to correlation. 
Discarding time windows on real seismograms with t L R above a 
threshold (like 6 T c ) before correlation can speed up the computation 
and will not lead to a notable loss of data. 

The boxplot in Fig. 10 (b) displays the variation of c.c. with respect 
to t L R for all the 270 000 observed signals. For t L R between around 
2 T c and 4.5 T c , and especially between 2 T c and 3 T c , most c.c. values 
are above the threshold of 0.8. Contrarily, for most of t L R > ∼5 T c , 
the c.c. values are below 0.8. Low c.c. is not the only common feature 
for long time windows. They often lead to extremely large positive 
time delays over 50 s, well beyond the range of pooled delays that lies 
within ±25 s and occupies ∼77 per cent of all estimates (Fig. 10 c). 
After applying the c.c. threshold, the number of estimates with time 
delays beyond 25 s is largely reduced. Almost all delays longer 
than 50 s disappear and the percentage of time delays within ±25 s 
increases to ∼90 per cent. The bimodal pattern of the histograms in 
Fig. 10 (c) originates from the ray coverage. The higher peak with 
positive time delays can be ascribed to the ray paths crossing the 
slower mantle beneath Pacific. The lower peak with ne gativ e time 
delays is due to the ray paths crossing the faster mantle beneath 
Eurasia and America continents. 

In Fig. 11 (a), we show the statistics for each detected SH phase. 
The number of phases detected with 1 yr of data is already of the 
order of what is currently used in global tomographic models (e.g. 
Ritsema et al. 2011 ; Moulik & Ekstr öm 2014 ). The majority is the 
S phase and its surface multiples. We have more S 2 phase than other 
phases, because it is a prominent phase that is observable in a wide 
distance range. We also have many core reflections and diffractions 
successfully detected ( ∼7500 ScS ; nearly 15 000 S diff ). The S diff time 
delay estimates are critical to improving the tomographic resolution 
at the bottom of the mantle. In Fig. 11 (b), we project the selected 
signals onto the time–distance panel. Each dot corresponds to a 
signal at given epicentral distance and arrival time. The dots are 
colour-coded and sorted by event depth. The theoretical traveltime 
curves are shown in Fig. 11 (c) for comparisons. It can be seen 
that, with increasing event depth, isolation of the depth phase from 

the direct phase becomes feasible. In summary, Fig. 11 reveals the 
ef fecti veness of the MTWS method in capturing the weak core 
reflections and diffractions, as well as its ability to separate depth 
phase from direct phase. 

In Fig. 12 (a), we map the average time delays computed over 
equal areas of 500 km × 500 km, for S diff phases with the global 
av erage remov ed. The corresponding density map of S diff ray paths 
sampling the CMB is displayed in Fig. 12 (b). For comparison, we 
also show in background the map of shear velocity anomalies at 
the CMB in the tomographic model SEISGLOB2 (Durand et al. 
2017 ). One can see that the average time delays agree well with the 
seismic velocity variations. Local discrepancies (like in Europe and 
the Western Atlantic) can generally be ascribed to poor sampling, as 
shown in Fig. 12 (b). The comparison confirms the capability of the 
MTWS algorithm to detect weak signals and measure delay times. 

5  C O N C LU D I N G  R E M A R K S  

In the era of big data, automated algorithms are indispensable. In 
this study, we propose a new automated algorithm (morphological 
time window selection, MTWS) to detect and extract time win- 
dows around seismic signals. The MTWS algorithm is a parametric 
method. It requires only two user-specified parameters, namely, the 
maximum filter kernel size for peak detection (2 τm 

) and the off- 
peak time-shift ( τ o ) for edge determination. The MTWS algorithm 

is characterized by its high flexibility in the choice of parameters. As 
a rule of thumb, for extracting long period body phases as demon- 
strated in this study, we suggest 2 τm 

= 0.75 T c and τ o = 4 T c , though 
choosing parameters from reasonable ranges (e.g. 0.5 T c ≤ 2 τm 

≤ T c , 
4 T c ≤ τ o ≤ 9 T c ) do not affect the results much. 

The method is morphology-based and adapts to the shape of 
signals. It selects time windows of seismic signals that are more 
optimal than the constant time windows around reference time in the 
conventional approach. The MTWS method is superior in its ability 
to detect weak signals and extract their time windows appropriately. 
The detection is implemented on the raw seismogram envelope that 
retains the fidelity of signal energy bursts, rather than on any derived 
curves that may distort or obscure the signal. The performance of 
the method is independent of absolute amplitudes. In principle, it 
can detect any energy wave packets that are distinguishable from 

background fluctuations. The results of MTWS can be used as the 
training data to improve the artificial neural networks for automatic 
time selection. 

The MTWS algorithm is easy to implement and computationally 
efficient. We have demonstrated the efficiency and robustness of the 
method with both synthetic and observed seismograms, making the 
algorithm very suitable for the automated process of massive data 
sets. We applied the method to ∼140 000 transverse-component 
seismograms recorded in a year. Based on the statistical relations 
between the time window width and the quality of time delay mea- 
surement, long-time windows (e.g. > 5 T c ) generally lead to poor 
similarity between observed and synthetic signals or to unreason- 
able time delays (e.g. > 50 s). Thus, we propose to discard long time 
windows, or apply additional constraints to long time windows for 
further quality control. Besides the prominent S phases and surface 
multiples, w e ha ve also obtained a considerable amount of weak 
phases including S diff , ScS and its surface multiples. The CMB- 
related phases are essential in improving the seismic tomographic 
resolution in the lowest mantle. With the demonstration data and 
an uneven distribution of events and stations, we have already been 
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ble to build a map of S diff delay times that agrees well with existing
omographic model and a delay time database of the order of what is
urrently used for global tomography. In future work, we will apply
he MTWS algorithm to the seismic records accumulated over the
ast decades that are available for global tomography. With more
ime delay measurements (more phases, especially the core phases)
nd better spatial sampling (more events and stations), we will build
mproved seismic imaging for the global lower mantle. 
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s.edu/irisws/syngine/1/ ). The synthetic seismograms for the 3-D
ar th tomog raphic model (S40RTS) are calculated using the open-
ource spectral element program SPECFEM3d-GLOBE ( https:
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he MTWS method developed in this study is shared on Github
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